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President’s Report
Last autumn John Dickson asked me to join the OSFN Board of Directors. Although I refused for several weeks, he
persisted and I was parachuted into the role of Vice-President; and now I am your newly-minted President.
I am not sorry!
I was involved with the OSFN at its inception and for many years derived great pleasure from the wide array of
activities and opportunities it presented. Spending time with friends like Lorraine Brown, Nels Maher and Malcolm Kirk
enriched my life immeasurably and I miss them sorely.
The OSFN represents a deep well of knowledge with such diversity and wisdom in our membership and the broad
scope of programs presented, both indoors and out. There is huge virtue in this shared communion with nature
that brings us together as a club. Now, maybe more than ever, knowledge, support and care for nature is needed on
the ecological front but also the psychological front. Knowing nature better within our own club is enormously valuable,
but it may be a bit like preaching to the choir. In our increasing community of urban citizens the need to touch, hear,
smell and see the natural world is enormous. We are learning that there can be grave consequences for living in
isolation from nature. Sharing our passion and knowledge is a vital service we are uniquely capable of providing.
My attention was diverted away from the club for several years, much to my own dismay. There are still only 24 hours
in a day and I was swamped with other demands. Thankfully some of the pressure has eased.
Some years ago I was working with a group of highly educated and strongly motivated people on environmental
concerns. Lacking their education and talents I asked myself out loud at one of these intense meetings "What do I bring
to this effort?" One of them answered: "Enthusiasm!"
So that's what I bring to the OSFN. Enthusiasm!
I am proud to be part of this group, glad to have a strong Board of Directors to guide me and excited to see what the
next two years will bring!
Kate McLaren, President

A Message from Ontario Nature
Consider your supper tonight for a moment. Did you know that
on average one in three bites can be directly attributed to
pollinators?
Ontario Nature simply will not stand idly by in the face of
massive die-offs of pollinators like native bumblebees and
domestic honey bees.
Ontario Nature successfully persuaded the Ontario government
to commit to an 80 percent reduction in the use of harmful
neonicotinoid pesticides (neonics) in our province. It is also
encouraging people to plant native, pollinator-friendly gardens
and make our cities and towns bee-friendly. And with its Youth
Council leading the charge, it is raising public awareness about
the plight of pollinators.

Ontario Nature, (along with the Wilderness Committee, the
David Suzuki Foundation and Friends of the Earth Canada with
legal representation from Ecojustice), is now taking the federal
government to court, arguing that a number of pesticides
containing two neonic chemicals are unlawfully registered in
Canada. Will you take a stand with Ontario Nature in court to
protect our pollinators?
This is the latest twist in Ontario Nature’s long campaign to
protect pollinators. Ontario Nature remains resolute.
It has been there for pollinators from the start. And it will be
there to the end.
It needs your help to eliminate neonics in Ontario and Canada.

Cover: Fern Hike with Peter Middleton. Credit: Brian Robin
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Killdeer Behaviour Observations
On Thursday April 28, 2016, I was watching a pair of courting
Killdeer, when I observed a behaviour that I had never seen
before. I was birding in Keppel.

at how the neck extension caused the upper black band to
suddenly “flare” into a solid black flag. It was a definite faceoff signal between the two males and seemed to be territorial
confrontation behaviour.

Killdeer, Charadrius vociferous, are members of the Family
Charadriiae, or ringed plovers. They are shorebirds of
medium proportions that are well known to most people.
Their back is a dark tawny brown, while the breast and belly
is white. The face has several white patches and a black
forehead stripe. Two black bands mark the throat and upper
breast. A bright orange rump is seen when the bird flies, or
displays on the ground. At all times the bird is very vocal, but
especially when any threat appears.

I have never witnessed such behaviour in Killdeer before. I
have seen no mention of in any literature. It goes to show
that if one keeps an active curiosity, there are wonderful
surprises that await us, often in species that we feel we know
well.
Good birding. Keep your eyes peeled. You never know what
surprises await.
Submitted by: Peter Middleton

Pasture fields and gravel pits, beaches and river mudflats are
normal habitats used by Killdeer. They are also found using
parks and golf courses. Even flat graveled rooftops are used
for nesting. Their main food source, insects, is flushed as the
Killdeer run across the ground in short bursts. The species is
perhaps known for the “broken wing” distraction behaviour
that is best used to lure possible predators away from nest
sites.
When I first stopped to observe the pair of Killdeer, in a field
close to the Sutherland Construction works yards, the male
was occupying a possible nest site piping insistently to attract
the female who stood close by observing him intently. She
approached and he rose and moved off the possible nest so
that she could then move in to inspect it. As the male
vacated the scrape, a second male landed close by and
moved noisily toward the pair. On approach, the two males
eyed each other for a moment. The territorial male then
directly approached the challenging male. When within two
metres of the interloper, the resident male suddenly drew
himself up and extended his neck. With this action, the upper
black neck band was suddenly expanded, becoming a large
black gorget at least three times the width of the unextended
band. The other male responded in kind and the two birds
circled, slowly lowering their necks until the black patches
shrank back to normal size. Over the next five minutes this
behaviour was repeated four times. Each time I was amazed

Killdeer. Credit: Karen Punnett

OSFN Working in Partnership with the Military
The Land Forces Central Area Training Centre northwest of Meaford is the location of interpretive displays. Put in place by the
Owen Sound Field Naturalists around 1995, the original displays require refurbishing. Permission has been obtained from the
Commanding Officer of the Centre to proceed. This will include the replacement of photographs and display elements. Signage
will be refreshed.
Club members who were involved in the initial development of these displays are invited to get in touch with either Dennis Knight
or John Dickson. They would like to have as much information as possible about the displays.
This is an exciting opportunity to showcase the Owen Sound Field Naturalists.
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Rouge National Urban Park Gets The Protection It Needs
Rouge Park is Canada’s first National Urban Park
and until recently the ecological integrity of the
park was not guaranteed. But there’s great news!
That changed on June 9 th when the federal
government introduced an amended Rouge
National Urban Park Act to the House of
Commons. It will ensure strong ecological
protection for the park’s sensitive landscapes and
wildlife and enshrine a requirement to manage
the park to maintain its ecological integrity.

stewardship by the farm community into a publicly
owned national treasure. Fittingly, the one-year
leases that farmers currently have on the land will
be extended to 30 years, giving them greater
certainty and allowing investment in the types of
farm activities that will be best suited to the
growing needs of local markets and the ecological
values of the park.
We also look forward to working with our partners
in government, ENGOs and the agriculture
community to finish the management plan for
Rouge Park. Together, we will work out the details
of how we can best protect and restore nature,
welcome visitors and facilitate farming. It will be
an exciting opportunity to ensure Canada’s first
National Urban Park is a protected land, forest and
river corridor from Lake Ontario all the way to the
Oak Ridges Moraine.

The amended Act, that now places importance on
ecological integrity, ensures the inclusion into
the park of Ontario’s provincial land holdings,
which were held back until the legislation was
improved. The provincial lands will increase the
size of the park area to 79 km 2 , which is 22 times
larger than New York’s Central Park. The federal
government also promised significant resources
to manage the new park and its 1,700 species of
plants and animals, including 27 species -at-risk,
making the Rouge Park – a rare Carolinian forest
ecosystem – a truly remarkable treasure all
Canadians can enjoy.

There’s another great opportunity on the horizon
to make Rouge Park even bigger. In the 1970s,
land east of the Rouge River in Pickering was
expropriated for a possible international airport.
We understand that the federal government is
currently undertaking consideration of air travel
needs in the Greater Golden Horseshoe. We are
hopeful that this work will conclude that
enhancing the existing facilities at Hamilton and
Kitchener-Waterloo airports, instead of building a
new airport in Pickering, makes the most
economic sense. This will free up lands currently
on hold to be added to the Rouge National Urban
Park to grow it from 79 km 2 to over 121 km 2 ! Stay
tuned for news on this great opportunity. The
wild really can come back to southern Ontario!

For Environmental Defence and its partners who
worked hard to get the Act amended, this new
legislation marks a happy ending to years of effort
to ensure that Rouge Park will be managed to the
highest international standards. It also marks an
important first whereby agriculture will be an
essential part of a national park’s future. We
wholly support this move as it offers a chance to
integrate local food production and land

This article has been made available through
Environmental Defence.
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Freeman Boyd Wins Ontario Nature Award
Freeman Boyd was recently awarded the Ian Shenstone
Fraser Memorial Award at Ontario Nature’s 85th
anniversary celebration event. Members met at the
Evergreen Lodge in South Bruce Peninsula for a
weekend of workshops, field trips and the annual
general meeting.
Freeman was one of nine individuals recognized on June
4 for their outstanding contributions. Freeman received
this award for his contribution to naturalists’ clubs
across Ontario and for the creation of the Young
Naturalists Club. Freeman was instrumental in founding
the Owen Sound Field Naturalists and starting our
Young Naturalists Club some twenty-five years ago!
Freeman has served as our club president and is
currently a director on the board of the Owen Sound
Field Naturalists. He also served as a director with
Ontario Nature for several years. He is well known for
his expertise in the mushroom field and often leads
mushroom forays in the fall. Freeman has coordinated
the Christmas Bird Count in the Owen Sound area for
the past dozen years.

Ontario Nature’s 85th Annual General Meeting in early June
recognized Freeman Boyd with the Ian Shenstone Fraser Memorial
Award. Credit: Noah Cole, Ontario Nature

The Ian Shenstone Fraser Memorial Award is given to an
individual or group who produce innovative work that
makes a contribution to the maintenance, protection or
preservation of the Niagara Escarpment.

Congratulations, Freeman!
Submitted by: Barbara Palmer

Who is Freeman Boyd?
Freeman Boyd, also known throughout Ontario as the
Mushroom Man, has a Ph.D. in agricultural ethics and also
taught philosophy of the environment at the University of
Guelph. A dedicated field naturalist, as well as a past
Ontario Nature board member and former president of
the Owen Sound Field Naturalists, Freeman lives on the
Bruce Trail in Grey County and has farmed on the Niagara
escarpment for 30 years.
A well-respected and knowledgeable naturalist, Freeman
has been described as an inspirational teacher to fellow
naturalists across Ontario. He has been actively involved in
Ontario Nature’s Greenway program and as a Public
Advisory Committee member for the ALUS program (which
stands for Alternative Land Use Services) in Grey and
Bruce Counties. Freeman has been an invaluable resource
for providing new and fresh perspectives towards

Nature’s Winners, Ontario Nature’s 2016 Award Winners. Freeman
Boyd is second from the right. Credit: Noah Cole, Ontario Nature

Greenway conservation, particularly in working with the
farming community, to achieve conservation goals. As an
active member of the community, Freeman played an
integral role in starting the Owen Sound Field Naturalists
Club and its Young Naturalists Club.
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Mike Pickup’s Dedication to Encouraging Others is Amazing
For decades, Mike Pickup has shared his passion for
birding and nature. His involvement in community
groups and activities has been intentionally designed to
enhance people's appreciation of Bruce County. Mike
has been the Chair of the Huron Fringe Birding Festival
and of the Friends of MacGregor Point Park. He has
contributed to surveys of owls and nesting birds. He
has led hikes and workshops on bird identification and
habits and to support this, he has written four books
about birding in Bruce County. Through his involvement
in the Saugeen and Owen Sound field naturalists and
the Bruce Birding Club, he continues to encourage others
to participate in bird-watching outings.

Norah Toth presents Mike Pickup the OSFN Community
Conservation Award. Credit: Vicky Pickup

The OSFN Community Conservation Award recognizes
citizens within the community (Grey - Bruce) who in
some way have made a significant contribution toward
the welfare of the natural world through stewardship,
restoration, protection or other actions deemed
beneficial to natural habitats or species.

John Dickson, President, with Mike Pickup. Credit: Vicky
Pickup

On April 22, young and old alike enjoyed Earth Day
Nature Rambles in Harrison Park with John Riley and
OSFN Club leaders. What a gem of a park right in the
City of Owen Sound! Credit: John Dickson

On a beautiful winter day, the Young Naturalists
visited Jeff Kinchen’s property to learn “Who made
those tracks and why?” Credit: Krista McKee
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PROGRAM LISTINGS

Barbara Palmer on a Fern Hike with Peter Middleton. Credit: Brian Robin

The Owen Sound Field Naturalists (OSFN) advocates and nurtures the appreciation, understanding and
conservation of our natural world as is exemplified in our motto—Knowing Nature Better. We were created
in 1989 to provide Owen Sound and area naturalists with the opportunity to meet like-minded individuals
and to share activities that would allow them to increase their understanding of natural history and
conservation. Today, we have over 300 members and are a member club of Ontario Nature.
Indoor meetings are held on the second Thursday of the month, September to May in the auditorium of the
Owen Sound and North Grey Union Public Library at 7:00 p.m. In June, the meeting starts at 6 p.m. with a
potluck supper and it's held at St Andrew’s Presbyterian Church. Guest presenters are chosen to provide a
wide range of topics. Their expertise covers natural history subjects that may be local, provincial, national
or international in scope. Indoor meetings are open to the public.
The OSFN also provides a full schedule of outdoor activities throughout the year. On these outings,
members learn and share first-hand knowledge about the flora, fauna and geography of this region.
Participation numbers are limited on most outings to ensure the quality of the experience and to reduce
impact on the environments visited. Pre-registration is required for outdoor activities.
Please note that all programs and schedules are subject to change. To avoid disappointment, please
check www.osfn.ca for updates (changes to dates, speakers, locations, etc.) or watch for an e-herald from
osfieldnaturalist@yahoo.ca We thank you for understanding.
www.owensoundfieldnaturalists.ca P.O. Box 401, Owen Sound, ON N4K 5P7
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Outdoor Programs
Pre-registration is required. Participant numbers are limited on most outings to ensure the quality of the
experience and to reduce the impact on the environments visited.
Please call or email the listed contact to register.
Saturday, September 3, 2016, 1 p.m. – 3 p.m. (rain date
September 4)
Tagging Monarchs, Butterfly Gardens of Saugeen Shores
Join Kerry and Melitta near the big flag at the foot of High
Street, Southampton. Sturdy footwear. Butterfly nets
welcome, some available for use. Learn about this
innovative project. Register: kerryjarvis@kerryjarvis.com
http://www.butterflygardensofss.ca/

Sunday, February 26, 2017 1 p.m.
Snowshoe Nature Hike on the Bruce Peninsula
Andy Koshan will lead this snowshoe hike on the Bruce.
Location: TBA. Register: Andy Koshan,
akoshan@yahoo.ca Limit: 12
Saturday, March 4, 2017 1 p.m. – 4 p.m.
Who Made Those Tracks and Why? An Interpretive Late
Winter Tracking Hike
This popular winter interpretive hike will be led by Jeff
Kinchen. Register: Jeff Kinchen,
bognors.finest@gmail.com or 519-372-7499
Limit: 12

Saturday September 10, 2016, 9 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Open House at Bruce Peninsula Bird Observatory
Light refreshments, bird banding demonstrations, casual
bird walks and a fantastic view. A van will shuttle people
from the gates of the Research Station to the facilities.
Rain or wind will prevent the mist nets from being used.
http://bpbo.ca/

Monday, April 17, 2017 to Saturday, April 22, 2017
Earth Week
Updates about Earth Week hikes will be sent out in eHeralds.

Sunday, September 18, 2016 2 p.m.—4 p.m.
ALUS Demonstration Site Tour
Meet Keith Reid at the Desboro Arena parking lot.
Register: Keith Reid, keith@greyagservices.ca Limit: 20

Saturday, April 29, 2017, 1 p.m. – 3 p.m.
Inglis Falls Arboretum & Propagation Area
Join Bill Moses for this perfect opportunity to see what's
happening at the Arboretum. Register: Bill Moses,
bill.mosesos@gmail.com Limit: 12

Sunday, October 9, 2016, 1 p.m. – 4 p.m.
Robson Lakes Conservation Area: Ramble in a Big Forest
Join Kate McLaren and Freeman Boyd in a ' just leaves
down' exploration of life under the big trees. Pace:
easy. Length: 3 miles. Difficulty: the path is wide and the
terrain is easy, although there are some large puddles to
navigate around. Ask for directions. Register: Kate,
mudtown@bmts.com or text 519-538-1897 or Freeman,
boydsproduce@gmail.com or 519-538-4368 Limit: 20

Mid-May, 2017 Date & Time TBA
Wildflower Walk at Old Baldy
Stew Hilts will conduct this walk along the trail at Old
Baldy. Register: Stew Hilts, shilts@uoguelph.ca
or 519-986-1475 Limit: 12
Wednesday, May 17, 2017 6 p.m. – 7:15 p.m. (Sunset at
19:59)
Grassland Birding
Beth Anne will lead you across Farmer’s Fields in former
Sarawak Township (Church Road & Grey Road 1) to
discover grassland birds. Register: Beth Anne Currie,
bethannecurrie@sympatico.ca or 519-376-7237 Limit: 10

Sunday, November 13, 2016 10 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Waterfowl Hike: Ducking Around the Sound
Join Fred Jazvac and be part of the tradition for this
delightful birding expedition! Meet at the Bayshore
Community Centre, Owen Sound Register: Fred Jazvac,
jazvacfb@bmts.com or 519-379-2323 Limit: none
December 2016, Annual Christmas Bird Counts
All OSFN members are invited to participate and assist
with observations across Grey and Bruce. The Hart’s
Tongue Herald or e-Herald will have dates and count
contacts for Owen Sound, Meaford, Saugeen Shores,
Tobermory and Wiarton. For more information: Lynne
Richardson, lynnerichardson@rogers.com / 519-599-3618

Sunday, June 11, 2017 10 a.m. – 1 p.m.
Field & Forest Birds of the Blue Mountains
Loree Forest is located on the Bruce Trail and provides a
variety of habitats. Register: Lynne Richardson,
lynnerichardson@rogers.com or 519-599-3618 Limit: 15
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Indoor Meetings
Indoor meetings are held on the 2nd Thursday of the month from September to June. They start at 7:00 p.m. at the Owen
Sound & North Grey Union Public Library, 824 1st Avenue West, Owen Sound. Remember, bring a coffee mug to meetings.

September 8, 2016 Todd Morris
ONTARIO’S FRESHWATER MUSSELS: A VANISHING TREASURE
During his talk, Dr. Morris will provide an overview of this fascinating yet often overlooked group. Through the use of
underwater video footage we will dive into the world of one of North America’s most endangered groups and learn
about what makes them work, what role they play in aquatic ecosystems and why they are rapidly disappearing across
the continent. Special emphasis will be placed on the complex reproductive strategies which have evolved in this group
to facilitate their requisite parasitic life history.
October 13, 2016 Adam Shoalts
ONE ALONE AGAINST THE NORTH
A celebrated explorer, author and archaeologist, Adam will share his expedition experiences and inspire you to blaze
your own trail.
November 10, 2016 Janice M. Gilbert, PhD
PHRAGMITES AUSTRALIS - AT THE CROSSROADS: WHY WE CANNOT AFFORD TO IGNORE THIS INVASION
This foremost Wetland Ecologist will present the history, challenges and options for Phragmites control and the
initiatives required to fight the invasion.
December 8, 2016 Bob Rice
MEMBERS’ NIGHT
Tonight it is a potpourri of OSFN members’ slides, displays, art, collections and compositions focusing on the natural
world. A limit of 10 slides and 10 minutes of presentation time is preferred. Register your presentation with Bob Rice
at: bob@ningwakwe.ca
January 12, 2017 Willy Waterton & Audrey Armstrong
ANTARCTICA, FALKLANDS AND SOUTH GEORGIA: A PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPEDITION INTO SOUTHERN SPRING
Through the eyes of Willy’s camera, you will experience whales, seals, albatross, penguins and icebergs! You will
definitely feel like you are there!
February 9, 2017 Bob Gray
BPBO BIRDING TRIP TO NICARAGUA
In December 2015, 8 residents of Grey and Bruce Counties toured Nicaragua for 10 days. It was a birding tour hosted
by the Bruce Peninsula Bird Observatory. Come and experience some of the sights and stories of this grand adventure.
March 9, 2017 Keith & Joni Reid
THE ALUS PROGRAM IN GREY & BRUCE
ALUS (Alternate Land Use Services) is a voluntary program that allows for community-led, farmer-delivered
conservation initiatives. Keith and Joni of Grey Bruce ALUS will present about the history and development of the ALUS
Program in Grey Bruce. Farming, Habitat and Wildlife as Partners!
April 13, 2017 Robert Burcher
CELEBRATE THE LEGACY OF JOHN MUIR
Robert will share the stories of Muir's time here in Grey County. He will evaluate the impact of his visions and their
implementation, here and beyond.
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Saturday April 22, 2017, 2 p.m. Alan MacEachern, PhD
CELEBRATE EARTH DAY & 150 YEARS IN 2017
Earth Day Keynote Address by Dr Alan MacEachern, Environmental Historian
Location – Royal Canadian Legion, 1450 2nd Ave W, Owen Sound
May 11, 2017 Lisa Grbinicek
NIAGARA ESCARPMENT COMMISSION DEVELOPMENTS
Here is an opportunity to learn about the Niagara Escarpment Biosphere Reserve designation and what it means to
be a UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve. Lisa will highlight some of the research and monitoring projects going on
within the Biosphere Reserve.

June 8, 2017 6:00 p.m. SHARP **** Last meeting of the year
ANNUAL POTLUCK SUPPER & PRESENTATION
Please note location – not at Library:
St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church, 865 1st Ave. W, Owen Sound
Bring your own plates, cutlery and cup or mug, and bring a food dish to share, along with serving utensils.
Followed by Dr. Larry Peterson - University of Guelph
THE FASCINATING BIOLOGY OF ORCHIDS
There are over 800 genera and 25,000 species in the Orchidaceae. Dr. Larry Peterson will discuss features of orchid
biology that have led to rapid speciation in the family. Topics will include pollination mechanisms, associations with
beneficial fungi, adaptations to a wide range of terrestrial habitats and the success of this group as epiphytes. This
amazing diversity in floral forms has led to a multi-million dollar horticultural industry. It has also resulted in many
orchid species being poached from the wild. Because of this, and destruction of habitats, over 300 species are listed
as endangered or threatened.

Don’t forget! Bring your mug to indoor meetings!

Earth Day, Saturday April 22, 2017
2 p.m.
Keynote Address

Celebrating Earth Day & 150 Years in 2017
Environmental Historian, Dr. Alan MacEachern
Location:
Royal Canadian Legion, 1450 2nd Ave W, Owen Sound

Please note that all programs and schedules are subject to change. To avoid disappointment, please
check www.osfn.ca for updates (changes to dates, speakers, locations, etc.) or watch for an e-herald from
osfieldnaturalist@yahoo.ca We thank you for your understanding in these matters.
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An Unusual Mushroom

took, from an older
mushroom, seemed
more brown than
pink.

This Tree Volvariella (Volvariella bombycina) was found
near Walters Falls, on a large maple snag, June 24. It is an
uncommon and unusual mushroom - uncommon enough
that Barron's Mushrooms of Ontario does not even list the
genus! It is in the Pluteus family - same as the fawn
mushroom (Pluteus cervinus) which is regularly seen on
wood in the forests of Grey Bruce.

When small, the cap
and gills are white
and the fruit is dome
shaped and smooth
to the touch. The
species Latin name bombycina - means
silky.

This mushroom has a universal veil, meaning the veil
covers the entire cap when it is young. The fruit emerges
from an 'egg', as seen in the photo. As the fruit matures,

It is a good edible.
Submitted by: Freeman
Credit: Freeman Boyd

Boyd

Credit: Freeman Boyd

the veil remains as a persistent saclike cup at the base of
the stem, an unusual feature which gives this genus its
name and makes this mushroom easy to identify.
The spore print is salmon to pink, although the one I

This older specimen is a foot in diameter, had darkened a
lot and was waterlogged, even in this dry summer. Credit:
Freeman Boyd

Thank you to the members who have provided content
for this newsletter or who have proofread.
Submissions for the next issue can be sent to
ntoth@rogers.com prior to November 15, 2016.

Hospitality at Meetings
At each meeting, coffee and tea have been provided so
that you have the chance to socialize. Audrey Armstrong
will be job sharing with Norah Toth in the winter. If
anyone else is able to spend an extra hour prior to the
meeting helping out the club by preparing and serving
coffee and tea, please contact Norah Toth—
ntoth@rogers.com

To help provide coffee supplies, a financial donation has
been welcomed at the coffee table.
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The Piping Plover at Sauble Beach
Another Piping Plover breeding season has come to a close at
Sauble Beach, with a disappointing outcome for the Plover
Lovers volunteer group. Of 18 eggs laid in five nests, only 6
chicks hatched and none survived to fledging. Three of the five
nests were lost before the hatch due to abandonment or high
water.

marked the end of the volunteer monitoring program for the
season.

The 2016 season highlighted the importance of first nest
success. Two of the five nests were second attempts, neither of
which were successful. Second nestings require a tremendous
amount of additional energy from the parents, particularly for
This year was particularly challenging because of an
the female as she lays eggs weighing 1/3 her body weight. As a
unprecedented loss of adult Piping Plovers. It is believed that 3
result, it is common for a second nest to have fewer eggs than
adults were taken by predators, including two well-known birds, the usual four, and for the viability of the eggs to be lower than
Mr. Lonely and Port Boy. Both of their nests, with four embryos that of a first nesting. Re-nesting also puts more pressure on
in each, were abandoned following the predation events as the volunteer groups and MNRF resources, with the breeding
female was left to take on the impossible task of incubating
season being stretched by weeks and hatch dates pushed to the
alone. Another nest hatched four chicks on June 17, but the
busiest weeks of the summer. With more beachgoers come
disappearance of the female parent the following day resulted in more gulls and crows, which settle within the Piping Plover
the male caring for the young alone. By June 20, all four chicks
perimeter fences to avoid the crowds. This makes survival for a
disappeared. Predation is likely the cause, but high winds and
newly hatched chick nearly impossible. Consequently, ensuring
rough weather could have also contributed.
first nest success earlier in the summer should be a priority in
managing recovery efforts.
Most of the Piping Plover adults at Sauble Beach were returning
birds that had a history of nesting at this location. Volunteers
were excited to continue following their stories and to share
them with beachgoers. One pair had an especially incredible
journey this year, despite its sad ending. Neither had success
nesting in Sauble Beach last year, and their bad luck continued
this season with their first nest, which was lost to high waters on
June 7. They chose a location that was dangerously close to the
lake, and with several days of high winds and rain, the eggs were
washed over.

After the loss of their first nest, this couple made a second
attempt further from the shoreline. Two eggs were laid in what
was known as Nest 5, but only one hatched overnight on July 17.
It seemed as though the parents abandoned the second egg as
they cared for their healthy young chick over the course of a few
days. On July 20, while monitoring the Piping Plover family, our
youngest volunteer Grace Dyer exclaimed that a second chick
was hatching! With a lack of incubation for nearly three days,
the hatching of this egg was a miraculous and extraordinary
event. It could also spark a discussion about the timeline of egg
viability and nest incubation in Piping Plovers. Very sadly, the
“miracle” chick was lost to a crow the next morning, and its
sibling was taken by a Ring-billed Gull two days later. This

Nest 5 male and remaining chick. Credit: Jenna Skinner
It has become clear that predators are the major threat to the
Piping Plovers at Sauble Beach. Several culprits roamed the
beach these past months, including Merlins and foxes. Metal
exclosures have been extremely effective in protecting eggs, as
no nests were disturbed by predators this season. New
challenges arise after the hatch because Piping Plover chicks are
precocial, meaning that they leave the nest (and the exclosure)
very soon after hatching. Plovers less than 10 days old are very
susceptible to predation by gulls and crows, as witnessed with
the Nest 5 chicks. To address this, the MNRF has implemented
predator deterrent trials, including Mylar flags and dead gull
decoys within perimeter fencing. The Plover Lovers group hopes
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Piping Plover continued
that experimentation with various deterrent techniques will
lead to improvements in predator management, giving chicks a
better chance of survival after the hatch.

partners. The time and energy put in by volunteers and other
plover-loving individuals is integral in the recovery of this
species. Plover Lovers cannot thank the monitors and
supporters enough for their contributions!

With another season come and gone, it is time now to look
ahead. Next year, Plover Lovers hopes to grow its volunteer
base and reach out to more visitors and members of the local
community. The Piping Plovers face many challenges at Sauble
Beach, and it is important for beachgoers and the public to be
aware of their fight for survival. Recovery to a sustainable Great
Lakes population is a long and difficult process, but through the
work of dedicated volunteers, it is feasible. And to those of us
who watch these amazing little birds day in and day out, it’s
absolutely worth it.
Submitted by: Jenna Skinner

Volunteers and beachgoers gather around the Nest 5
perimeter to observe the chicks. Credit: Cheryl Ferguson
Even with the losses and disappointment this season, the
volunteers’ efforts were not in vain. The program showed
significant growth this year in terms of public education and
outreach, an important part of the group’s mandate. Hundreds
of hours were put into monitoring the Piping Plovers and
collecting data, and over 2000 beachgoers stopped to talk to
our volunteers about the birds. Denis Langlois of the Sun Times
provided thorough coverage of the events at the beach, drawing
in readers and even inspiring some to visit the Piping Plover
nesting sites. Continuing collaboration with organizations such
as the Great Lakes Piping Plover Recovery Effort is allowing
Plover Lovers to share data with domestic and international
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Volunteers spent hundreds of hours monitoring the Piping
Plovers and educating beachgoers this season. Credit:
Jenna Skinner

Frog
Prologue
A wise man once declared
So the adage goes
Spring frog songs too soon are sung
For Arctic's icy wind returns
Three times frozen silence will reign
Before winter’s absence is assured
And meadow voices blend with rain.

They tell me it’s spring
And I try to sing
But each time I do
The bog turns to ice
Three times too

Pool-side at the frog pond

It’s cold and no kidding
My croak has gone tenor
I’m a great deal slimmer
There’s no flies to eat
Not even a Junebug in heat

It’s hell being a frog
Living in this damn swamp
I spend all year in this bog
A Florida tan would be nice
Instead I get covered in ice

Finally spring is here
I sing in the amphibian chorus
The sound of the chords
Is beyond mere words but

The memory of ice is behind us
A splash here and there
As we doze in the sun
Last night it was fun
A generation was made
Soon tadpoles will swim free
The flies now are thick
And I’m fully sated
Yet I sit here and wait
And depend upon fate
That a fat Junebug will fly b—
Written by: Merle Gunby

“Time in nature is not
leisure time; it's an
essential investment in
our children's health
(and also, by the way,
in our own).”
― Richard Louv
Leopard Frog. Credit: Bob Taylor
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2016-2017 OSFN Board of Directors
President: Kate McLaren, 519-538-1897, mudtown@bmts.com

Supporting the Board

Past-President: John Dickson, 519-376-3789, jwdickso@gmail.com

Hart’s Tongue Herald: Norah Toth, 519-376-2918, ntoth@rogers.com

Secretary: Jenna Skinner, 226-668-8621, skinner.jenna.m@gmail.com
Treasurer: Elaine Mason, 519-372-0597, masonfam@sympatico.ca
Membership: Gordon Toth, 519-376-2918, gordonstoth@gmail.com

Program Committee: Beth Anne Currie,
bethannecurrie@sympatico.ca

Publicity: Bob Rice, 519-477-1728, bob@ningwakwe.ca

Archivist: Lynne Richardson, 519-599-3618,
lynnerichardson@gmail.com

Website: Brian Robin, 519-363-3204, robin.brian@gmail.com

Board Liaison

Conservation & Stewardship: Dennis Knight,
dennisknight@rogers.com

Arboretum Alliance: Bill Moses & Dennis Knight

Director: Freeman Boyd, boydsproduce@gmail.com

Bruce Peninsula National Park Advisory Committee (PAC): Jan
Pugsley

Director: Lynne Marie Sullivan, zuni53@gmail.com

Piping Plover Committee: Lynne Richardson

Junior Naturalists: Elaine Van Den Kieboom, 519-371-1989,

Rankin Resources Group: Beth Anne Currie

ekieboom@gbtel.ca & Krista McKee (Grey-Sauble Conservation

Stewardship Grey Bruce: Norah Toth

Authority), 519-376-3076, k.mckee@greysauble.on.ca

Membership Application and Renewal Form
Name…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Address………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Telephone……………………………………… E-mail………………………………………………………….Check here if renewal…….
(your e-mail will be used for OSFN e-bulletin, last minute notices and digital receipt of the newsletter)
Membership Category: Single ($25)………….. Family ($40)………… Student ($15)…………..
Donation for Conservation Projects……………………………. Donation to Conservation Trust Fund……………………………...
For your ease and ours, pay on-line using our PayPal option at www.owensoundfieldnaturalists.ca
Or, return with cheque to: Owen Sound Field Naturalists, P.O. Box 401, Owen Sound, ON N4K 5P7
By signing this form, I am agreeing that OSFN may contact me by phone or e-mail………………………………………..
We hereby confirm that e-mail and mail lists will not go beyond the OSFN. (See privacy policy at owensoundfieldnaturalists.ca)
Membership is due in September each year and can be paid in cash or by cheque at any indoor meeting or by PayPal on the
website. The OSFN Membership is current from September 1 to August 30 each year.
Please complete and detach this form. It should be submitted with your payment.
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Box 401, Owen Sound, ON N4K 5P7

Knowing Nature Better
The Owen Sound Field Naturalists advocate and nurture the
appreciation, understanding, and conservation of our natural
world. We are like-minded individuals who enjoy programs
and activities that help us increase our understanding of
natural history and conservation in Grey-Bruce.

Earth Day with John Riley on
the Chi-Cheemaun. Credit:
Dieter Heinrich

Killdeer with
broken wing
display. Credit:
Bob Taylor

A male Cecropia Moth, Hyalophora
cecropia. Credit: Brian Robin
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